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SHAPING ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION
Organized by EBAN - European Business Angels Network
12 th FEBRUARY 2019, Brussels, Belgium

4th Dep Academy
AGRO-BUSINESS VALUE CHAIN DIGITAL APPLICATIONS
Organized by Yasar University
17 th - 21st SEPTEMBER 2018, Izmir, Turkey

6th Multiplier Event
SUPPORTING FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS: ISTART’S
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIROMENT PLATFORM
Organized by Yasar University
20th SEPTEMBER 2018, Izmir, Turkey

TIMELINE
Nov 2016

Apr 2017

Jun 2017

Sep 2017

Nov 2017

May 2018
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Kick-off Meeting 1st Trainers´Lab
1st DEP Academy
2nd Trainers´Lab 2nd DEP Academy 3rd DEP Academy 4th DEP Academy
Final Conference
Izmir, Turkey
Como, Italy Thessaloniki, Greece Izmir, Turkey Coimbra, Portugal Como, Italy
Izmir, Turkey
Brussels, Belgium

CONTACTS & SOCIAL MEDIA
http://istart.yasar.edu.tr
www.facebook.com/IStart-1322624397750355
www.linkedin.com/in/istart-project

7th MULTIPLIER EVENT &
FINAL CONFERENCE: 12th February 2019
Brussels, Belgium

SHAPING ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION
On 12th February 2019 in Brussels, partners of the iStart project as well as many outside guests,
university students and other stakeholders got together for the 7th and final iStart Multiplier Event at the
Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) premises to look back on the 30 months of the project, which is coming
to a close at the end of February 2019.
The event was an occasion to present and celebrate the achievements of the iStart project, which was
created to develop a curriculum for universities and other academic institutions to teach Digital
Entrepreneurship Practice in a more market/startup oriented way.

Over the course of the day, the partners and guest speakers discussed the importance of
entrepreneurship education in university settings, the impact of the project on the way they approach the
topic, and the importance of sustaining their achievements, notably the Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE) platform created through the curricula developed during the 4 Digital Entrepreneurship Practice
(DEP) Start-up Academies (June 2017 in Thessaloniki, Greece; November 2017 in Coimbra, Portugal; May
2018 in Lomazzo, Italy; and September 2018 in Izmir, Turkey), organized within the scope of the project.

The event included presentations from iStart partners Dimitris Bibikas of the South-East Research Centre
(Greece), Effi Staiou of Yasar University (Turkey), Fátima Matias of Instituto Pedro Nunes (Portugal), Maria
Cristina Porta from ComoNeXT (Italy) on the context and approach of the iStart project as well as the
results of the 4 Academies. This was followed by an online conference session during which mentors and
students who participated in the past Academies shared their experiences and feedback.
The second part of the day included a panel discussion on Digital Entrepreneurship Education with
additional participation from Nikos Zaharis of the SEERC as well as guest speakers Christophe Bodin, an
angel investor and director of CBO Consulting, Virginie Robe from Start.Lab, a Brussels incubator for
students and recent graduates, as well as Jeffrey Delronge, a Solvay Business School student and
beneficiary of StartLab. The session was moderated by Jacopo Losso, director of secretariat of EBAN.

The participants, notably students from ULB, then had a chance to test the VLE platform and share their
feedback in real time in the room. The conclusion of the event came with a Keynote Speech entitled
“Entrepreneurship, A Way of Life” given by Rudy Aernoudt, Chief Economist at the European Commission.
The sessions were followed by a networking reception.
The 7th and final multiplier event of the iStart project was organized by EBAN in partnership with the
Student Entrepreneurs Club of the Solvay Business School.

4th DEP ACADEMY: 17th - 21st September 2018
Yasar University, Izmir, Turkey

FOCUS
AGRO-BUSINESS VALUE CHAIN DIGITAL APPLICATIONS
The Izmir iStart Academy (C6) was organized by YASAR UNIVERSITY. It was hosted in Selcuk Yasar
Campus of YU in Izmir, Turkey from the 17th to the 21st of September 2018.
The 4th iStart DEP Academy’s Call of Interest emphasized on Agro-Business Value Chain Digital
Applications. Nevertheless, ideas outside these field were accepted to the Academy.

40
APPLICANTS

30
SELECTED
PARTICIPANTS

14
TRAINEES

6

TEAMS/STARTUP IDEAS

MENTORS & COACHES:
Neşen Yücel
Mentor, consultant and an entrepreneur herself, wıth a BA in Translation & Interpretation from
Bosphorus University and a MBA from State University of West Georgia, USA. Neşen has a great
experience in the banking sector of Turkey, where she has specialized in product management,
marketing and communications.

Patrick Bosteels
Chief connector, senior consultant and enabler as well as a serial entrepreneur. Being a passionate
creator, Patrick never tasted corporate life. A product of the Academy of Fine Arts in Gent, Belgium to
become a photographer, cineaste and screen printer. Patrick spent his first professional years as a
free-lancer working for video-productions and television. Followed very soon by his first company and
many more to come in the next 30 years.

6 TEAMS/IDEAS formed in total, tested in the PITCHING COMPETITION that was held in the last day
of the academy:
• 4YOU: an application helping you learn anything you need to know in your new place of leaving.
• Carg.Opps.App: a warehouse and logistics management application for social-commerce
companies.
• Let’s Talk: a platform for connecting mentors/investors with mentees/entrepreneurs aiming at
supporting entrepreneurship.
• TickTown: an application to explore the cultural event near you, track and follow your favorite
artists and find the cheapest tickets from 10+ different vendors.
• TheSollutionTree: an app for offering free industrial engineering consulting services for production
companies.
• EcoElectricVehicle: A startup for converting fossil‐fuelled vehicles already in use, to 100% electric
vehicles, in an economic way.

THE TOP 3 ENTREPRENEUR PROJECTS WERE :
TickTown
EcoElectricVehicle
Carg.Opps.App
The TOP 3 ENTREPRENEURIAL IDEAS were offered by YASAR University’s Incubation Center:
- 3 months of pre-incubation
- The opportunity for 12 month incubation extension, and
- Free mentoring for financial support (government sponsored programs and/or business angels)

6th MULTIPLIER EVENT: 20th September 2018
Yasar University, Izmir, Turkey

SUPPORTING FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS: ISTART’S
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIROMENT PLATFORM
THE EVENT HAD THE CONTRIBUTES FROM:
Prof. Levent Kandiller, from Yasar University, Welcome the participants
Assoc. Prof. Yasin ÖZARSLAN, Presented the Virtual Envıronment Platform of iStart
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cağrı BULUT, from Yasar University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Aykan CANDEMİR, from Ege University
Asst. Prof. Dr. Orkun KARABAŞOĞLU, from Yasar University
Murat ÖDEMİŞ, from Univerlist
Batuhan Göbekli, from Bitabak
Şule Pirinç, from NAR Reality
Murat IHLAMUR, from Netsis Vela Partners
Melisa İtmeç, from EGİAD
Theologos PROKOPIOU, from i4G S.A.
Cangül KUŞ, from İZKA
Levent ARSLAN, from KOSGEB

At the end of the presentations all participants actively interacted with the partners and gave both
comments and suggestions.
All of them agreed with the aims of the project and moreover emphasised the need to use the platform in
different forms of training offered by the participating organisations, in Izmir but also in the partners’
countries.
All participants stated that they will contribute to the dissemination of the results of the project and also
they will support and sustain the use of the VLE platform after the project’s end.

iStart Virtual Learning Platform (VLE)
iStart’s aim was to develop an innovative, evidence-based transnational framework, that will markedly
improve the knowledge and skills of academic institutions to produce more market-startup oriented
digital entrepreneurship (DEP) curricula, reducing the barriers in the field of entrepreneurship education.
To this end, iStart developed a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) platform to support and enhance
Entrepreneurship education. The Virtual Learning Platform (VLE) and the curriculum developed by the
partners in collaboration with all stakeholders, was tested during the 4 Digital Entrepreneurship Practice
(DEP) Start-up Academies (in Thessaloniki, Greece in June 2017; in Coimbra, Portugal in November 2017;
in Lomazzo, Italy in May 2018; and in Izmir, Turkey in September 2018).
The result, assuring the sustainability of the project’s achievements, is open to all and can be reached via
the project’s website: http://istart.yasar.edu.tr

iStart Virtual Learning Enviornment (VLE) Platform

iStart VLE: Modules

